
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

16 November 2021 

MEDIA STATEMENT: SUCCESSFUL INAUGURAL SWELLENDAM SPORTS FESTIVAL 2021 

The Swellendam Municipality successfully hosted its first trail running event on Saturday, 13 

November 2021, with many thanks to Top Events South Africa who initially approached the 

municipality with the event concept in 2019. 

The event has three race categories; 24km’s, 14km’s and 5km’s, with the last race category 

as an option for running or walking the race with the family. The event had an entry rate 

of approximately 300 participants, a significant feat for its debut, particularly as the event 

was postponed twice due to COVID-19 alert levels in 2020 and 2021. ‘Of course, we would 

like to see entries increase, but under the circumstances we will accept the learnings and 

improve the marketing, messaging and promotions both locally and regionally for the next 

iteration’ confirmed Municipal Manager, Anton Groenewald.  

Seasoned runners and athletes participated in the 24km as well as the 14km categories, 

with Siviwe Nkombi (first male) coming in at first place with a time of 01:39:12 in the 24km’s 

and Hanja Badenhorst as the first female coming in with a time of 02:17:32. The 14km race 

category saw Siyabonga Sakwe take first place with a time of 01:02:57 and Marileze Cilliers 

come in as the first female with a time of 01:25:45. We would also like to thank Dr Hanja 

Badenhorst for assisting with the layout and routes. She certainly provided a very tough 

course to the participants.  

Additionally, various sponsors also contributed to the event’s success with Sportsmans 

Warehouse, Build It and FALKE providing vouchers to participants as spot prizes. Coca Cola 

Peninsula Beverages providing refreshment and beverages to participants both on the 

Saturday as well as at registration. The municipality further thanks WCG Department of 

Cultural Affairs and Sport, AVBOB and Blistex for their support. Municipal Manager, Anton 

Groenewald, said ‘with the delays as a result of COVID-19 we are relieved to have had an 

event with some successes. The feedback has been positive and we look forward to 

continuing this partnership with Top Events and other partners over the next two years. We 

know the event will keep growing, and we encourage locals and visitors alike to keep 

visiting beautiful Swellendam and to stay active.’ 
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